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5.3.5 An AE1 is an integral part of an AP-invocation. It supports those activities of an AP-invocation which require 
communication within the OS1 environment. There may be Zero, one or more AEIs within an AP-invocation at a 
particular Point in time: these AEIs may be, but need not be, of different AE-types. 

5.3.6 Communication in the Application Layer takes place among two or more AEIs. These cooperating AEIs may 
be of different AE-types. However, where different AE-types are involved, some correspondence and compatibility is 
necessary among the behaviours described by the AE-types. 

5.3.7 The lifetime of an AE1 is controlled by the AP-invocation which it represents in the OS1 environment. An 
AP-invocation may have a longer lifetime than any or all of its AEIs. 

54 . Application-service-objects 

5.4.1 An application-service-object (ASO) is a composite component that is distinguished for the purpose of 
structuring the Application Layer. 

5.4.2 An AS0 is a configuration of various groups of application communication functions, each of which has been 
separately distinguished for purposes of OS1 Service and protocol specification. The components of such a configuration 
are ASEs, other ASOs, and a CF which determines the proper-Ges of the configuration. An AS0 is a composition of: 

a> one or more ASEs and a CF; or 

b) one or more ASOs and a CF; or 

C) one or more ASEs and one or more ASOs and a CF. 

The component ASOs tan, in turn, be decomposed in the same way. Component ASEs and ASOs may be of the Same or 
different type. 

5.4.3 An ASO-invocation (ASOI) represents a specific use of the capabilities of an ASO. The behaviour of an AS01 
is characterised by: 

a> the OSI-Service which it provides to its OSI-service-user( in conjunction with its peer(s); 

b) the APCI contained in the APDUs it exchanges with its peer(s); and 

C> the OSI-Service(s) which it uses. 

An AS01 exhibits a communications behaviour within a range specified by its ASO-type. An AS01 includes state 
information related to its communication behaviour. 

5.4.4 An AE is itself an ASO. It is an AS0 which, in a particular configuration, is not contained by any other ASO. 
An AE-type is the ASO-type for the AS0 which is equivalent to the AE. An AE1 is an AS01 of the AS0 which is 
equivalent to the AE. 

5.4.5 Within an AS01 there are other ASOIs and/or ASEIs which correspond to the ASOs and/or ASEs from which 
the relevant AS0 is composed. At a particular Point in time there may be Zero, one or more ASOIs corresponding to a 
particular ASO: the actual number is affected by factors including constraints imposed by the CF and by the 
requirements of particular instances of communication. 

5.4.6 The CF of an AS01 determines how its component ASEIs and ASOIs operate in combination so as to enable 
the AS01 to provide a particular OSI-Service as a result of its operating in concert with peer ASOIs. 

5.4.7 An ASO-type describes the communication capabilities of ASOs of a particular type. An ASO-type includes: 

a> a definition of the OSI-Service provided by ASOIs of that type as a result of their Operation in concert 
with peer ASOIs; 

b) one or more references to component ASE-types and/or ASO-types that are partly or fully included; 

C> a specification of the CF which determines how the component ASEIs and ASOIs of an AS01 of that type 
operate in combination and make use of the Presentation Service and/or the OS1 Services provided by 
other ASOs or ASEs so as to provide the OSI-Service that is particular to that ASO-type. 

An ASO-type may be the subject of international standardization. 

NOTE - The creation of appropriate ASO-types is dependent upon a variety of Systems requirements and constraints. 
Some ASO-types will be the subject of international standardization; other ASO-types will be the subject of definition in more limited 
communities of interest. 
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5.4.8 The state information modelled by an AS01 (including all its components) reflects the net effect of its 
communications with other ASOIs. The existente of this state information provides a basis for modehing the co- 
ordinated consecutive, and/or concurrent use of multiple ASO-associations. 

NOTE - For example, this provides one possible method for modelling the continuation of an activity following the loss of 
an application-association. 

5.4.9 The lifetime of an AS01 is determined by the AE1 of which it is a part. An AE1 may have a longer lifetime 
than any or all of its component ASOIs. The lifetime of an AS01 is not determined by the duration of the 
ASO-associations in which it is a participant. Since an AE1 is an ASOI, at least one AS01 exists for the lifetime of 
the AEI. 

55 . Application-service-elements 

5.5.1 An ASE is an indivisible component of an ASO. It is a combination of application communication functions 
within an AS0 that is distinguished for purposes of OS1 Service and protocol specification. 

5.5.2 An ASE-type describes the communication capabilities of ASEs of a particular type. An ASE-type specifies 
the set of application-protocol-data-units (APDU) handled by the ASE and the procedures governing their use. This 
constitutes the application-protocol among ASEs. 

5.5.3 An ASE1 represents a specific use of the capabilities of an ASE. The behaviour of an ASE1 is characterized by: 

a> the OSI-Service which it provides to its OSI-service- User(s), in conjunction with its peer(s); 

b) the APCI it exchanges with its peer(s); and 

C) its requirements for the use of the Presentation Service, AS0 Services, and ASE Services. 

5.5.4 ASEs may occur as components of ASOs at any level of recursion in the Application Layer structure. 

5.5.5 An ASE-type may be the subject of international standardization. 
NOTE - The creation of appropriate ASE-types is dependent upon a variety of Systems requirements and constraints. Some 

ASE-types will be the subject of international standardization; other ASE-types will be the subject of definition in more limited 
communities of interest. 

56 . Control functions 

5.6.1 The specification of a CF is an integral part of an ASO-type. The CF of an AS01 provides the OSI-Service of 
the AS01 through Coordination and use of: 

a) OSI-Services of component ASOIs and ASEIs, and 

b) supporting OSI-Services available to the AS01 which are external to the ASOI; these may be provided by 
other ASOIs and/or by the OS1 Presentation Layer. 

5.6.2 A CF provides functions of the following kinds: 

a> mapping and Coordination between the OSI-Service provided by the AS01 and the OSI-Services provided 
by the component ASOI(s) and ASEI( 

b) mapping and Coordination between the supporting OSI-Services provided to the AS01 and the 
OSI-Services required by the component ASOI(s) and ASEI( 

C) any other control and Coordination functions that may be necessary to achieve the cooperative Operation 
of the component invocations within the ASOI. 

The characteristics of the mappings are determined by the properties of the OSI-Services involved: there need not be a 
one-to-one mapping between OSI-Service primitives. 

NOTE - For instance, a CF of an AS01 may generate a sequence of OSI-Service primitives as a consequence of the 
invocation of a Single OSI-Service primitive of the ASOI. 

5.6.3 The mapping between OSI-Service primitives of the AS01 and the OSI-Service primitives of the components, 
requires the CF of an AS01 to accommodate: 

a) Provision for the OSI-Service of the ASOI; 

b) 

Cl 

Coordination of the communications behaviour of the components of the AS01 so that they arc consistent 
with the range of communications behaviours permitted for a particular ASO-association; 

Coordination of communications behaviours on multiple (and possibly concurrent) ASO-associations. 
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